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Dragon shifter Ferro formed the Dragon Council to keep his kind in check. Now the Council has

gone quiet, and chaos is returning. Ferro would prefer to stay uninvolved, but he has no choice and

must seek them out. As the father of all dragon shifters, Ferro has long since come to accept that he

will live alone, as there are no other beings on the planet with a lifespan as long as his. Or so he

thoughtâ€¦Ana is on the run. A group of powerful shifters has been after her, and lately things are

getting more intense and violent. She left civilization behind to keep innocent humans safe, but it

didnâ€™t work. Now sheâ€™s trapped in a small village in the middle of nowhere. Itâ€™s going to

take a miracle for her to escapeâ€¦When Ferro drops from the sky, his intent is not to fall in love, but

to save a shifter he saw in trouble. Surprises happen all the time, however, and the pair quickly

realize they have more in common than just fighting the same mysterious enemy. As they try to get

to the bottom of everything, personalities clash, with the slow, methodical dragon shifter trying to

tame the wild, unpredictable, and hard-charging woman. The challenges they face seem

insurmountable, their enemy unknown. But together, they might just return peace to their world.This

is a standalone novel with NO Cliffhanger
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I received for a honest review. I have waited for so long it seems to read the story of Ferro. I got a

feeling there are a lot of people like me that were super excited to read this story. I had wonder what

kind of mate the author would of matched Ferro with. I knew it would have to be someone as special

as Ferro and trust me when I say that the author does not disappoint.If you have read any of the

other books about Genesis Valley then you have already been introduced to Ferro. Ferro is not only

a very old shifter but the 1st shifter that walked the earth. He was the father of the dragon council.

Ferro has always been one of little words and one of mystery. Though we knew he was one that

could be dangerous when he needed to be we also knew that he was one that was very carrying as

well.Ana is a very special person. I am not going to tell you what makes her so special and so

perfect for Ferro. You will have to read the book to find out. I will tell you that trouble seems to find

her. She is one that has some shifters trying to kill her. When Ferro found her she was in trouble

running from a group of shifters.Ana does not trust easily. She has been alone and on the run so

long that she is having a hard time not wanting to run from the problems that her and Ferro are

facing. Ferro is on a mission to find out what has happen to the dragon council and who is over a

group called â€œThe Orderâ€•. She dos not to thrilled to run into danger, but she does not want

Ferro to go through this on his own. She just can not help but fall hard for that handsome

dragon.Ferro will go thorough so much in this book. He will face so much hurt and heart ache but he

will also face so much unexpected job on more then one occasion.

WOW, WOW, OH WOW!! This has been the book we all have been waiting for and it was well worth

the wait too. This book can be read as a standalone but to understand who all the characters are, it

is best to read the books in order. The story is full of mystery, drama, secrets, suspense, danger,

magic, action, fighting, attempted murder, villains/enemies, humor, sadness, grief, and love.Ferro is

a dragon shifter who is over 8, 000 years old and the very first shifter to walk this earth. He is slow,

methodical, does not say much, caring, one of mystery, and can be very dangerous. Is the one who

formed the Dragon Council in order to keep dragons in line. But, there is a problem with this

council.....it has gone quiet and chaos is reigning. When your the father of all Dragon shifters, your

life becomes lonely because nobody lives as long as he has. When flying around he sees a shifter

in trouble and drops from the sky to help.Ana is a unique on of a kind #########shifter, who is over

3,000 years old (not telling what type of shifter she is). She is wild, unpredictable, beautiful,

powerful, and a very special person. She h as been on her own for a very long time and on the run

too. She has been running her whole life from from groups of people who want to kill her or even



perform experiments on her body. To stay safe, she left civilization behind and became trapped in a

small village where Ferro saw her trying to escape. When they try to get to the bottom of what is

going on their personalities clash, find out their fighting the same enemy,plus neither one trust very

easily either.The Dragon Council it seems was overthrown in a coup by dragons who want to rule

over the other shifters.Will they find out who overthrew the council?
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